
Our company is growing rapidly and is looking for an UX design lead. If you are
looking for an exciting place to work, please take a look at the list of qualifications
below.

Responsibilities for UX design lead

Work with project managers and internal departments to estimate against
staffing needs, schedules, roadmaps, and other operational details to
successfully track and drive inflight projects
Create mock-ups, prototypes, wireframes, task flows, site maps, personas,
and assorted visual communication to showcase key aspects of a proposed
experience and how it reconciles business and user needs with brand
considerations
Inspire and advocate for innovative work, ideas and planning, centered on
human and consumer insights
Collaborate with channel, product, and Omni-path leads on ideal experience,
initiative identification and prioritization
Work collaboratively with other leads, designers, researchers, strategists, and
partner teams to create the ideal customer experience to maximize benefits
in customer sentiment and behavior
Assess work for usability and desirability and appropriateness for the brand
Expected to enhance the brand by creating unique and memorable
experiences only our customers/clients could own
Active role in driving and meeting key experience performance criteria and
fostering improvement of brand through delivered experiences
Drive the preparation and delivery of user testing, focus groups, guerrilla
testing, shareholder interviews, client-facing workshops, and other research
efforts to determine key success factors for a project
Analyze, synthesize, and report back on lessons learned to clients and
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Qualifications for UX design lead

Makes smart and timely decisions
Work with the team to deeply understand customer needs and characteristics
Gathering and generating ideas (from colleagues or other inspirations) that
can solve for or has potential to solve for customer or company
problems/challenges and incubate these ideas into prototypes
Lead the scoping and execution of user research, testing and interviews to
develop insights that shape the proposition, experience, interaction patterns
and design decisions
Lead the planning and hosting of stakeholder and customer workshops
Create design concepts and prototypes that explore and address user needs
and incorporate new functionality into the service in terms of UI and the
wider contextual experience


